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Welcome to the first quarter! As always, we’re off to a busy start in a new calendar year with continued growth in
warehouse space. I want to start here with more of a corporate announcement from our corporate office.
We’ve expanded our senior management team with three Vice President appointments. I’m pleased to announce
that Michelle Grimes was promoted to Vice President of Human Resources, Lisa Battino was promoted to Vice
President of Health, Safety & Compliance, and David Carr was promoted to Vice President of Business Development.
This ties into our theme to be “Best in Cold” though, in this case, we’re talking about being “Best in People.” Lisa’s
role involves health and safety—and she is just the right person to help us increase our focus on our employees’
day-to-day workplace health. Likewise, Michelle, in her HR role, is promoting health in a way that extends way
beyond medical coverage. We want to help our employees in other areas—from emotional health all the way to
aspects of their career and personal development goals.
Finally, I want to congratulate David Carr who really understands what business development should be. He is such
a great communicator and truly listens to what our customers are asking for and then he helps ensure we fulfill
those needs. I’ve had the opportunity to see him in action with customers and I’m impressed with how he looks at
customer service. He is a vital link in ensuring that we deliver on our promise to be “Best in Cold.”
We held our Senior Management Meeting in Salt Lake City, UT, and it was unique because our department leaders—
including those in operations, I.T., safety, human resources, transportation and business development—met with
their direct counterparts from Swire Beverages, which is located in Salt Lake City. These groups held roundtable
meetings and I was impressed not only by how well both groups came together—but also by lists of take-away
ideas for improvement. Looking ahead, we’ll take this practice to other sister Swire Group businesses throughout
North America.
During our own meeting in Salt Lake, we discussed automation, information technology and data analysis—and
how we can use these to improve product and service offerings to our customers. This includes new tools to give
customers real-time visibility to information about their inventory, orders, and customer service. We also want to
leverage these technologies and streamline anything we can to enhance efficiencies for both us and our customers.
Vice President of Logistics, Keith Mowery, provided an overview of recent technology
improvements and highlighted a new group that is dedicated to carrier development.
This group will look for new carriers that we can bring on board, and also look for
opportunities where we can strengthen partnerships to the benefit of both our
customers and our vendors.
As always, I would like to thank all of my associates in US Cold Storage for their
continued hard work, dedication and support. Most especially, I also would like to
thank our customers. Your continued support makes all of this possible.

David M. Harlan
CEO
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WHAT’S NEW

AT USCS

USCS MARKS 120-YEAR HISTORY, 40TH ANNIVERSARY WITH SWIRE
The story of United States Cold Storage is fascinating on many levels. For starters, it’s the story of one company—but
also the tale of as many as 60 individual businesses that—once acquired through the years—eventually became
USCS. It’s also a story that dates back through US history itself—starting in the early 1800s with ice harvesting for basic
food preservation.
Remarkably, this year also marks two historic milestones. Looking back through predecessor companies and
acquisitions, USCS can trace its roots to many firms including those once known as Knickerbocker Ice, the American
Ice Company and National Ice & Cold Storage. Meanwhile, official papers now at USCS’ Camden, NJ, headquarters
show United States Cold Storage itself was officially incorporated just before the turn of the century, in 1899.
Interestingly, the UK’s Swire Group also entered the USCS story exactly 40 years ago.
That was in 1979 when it purchased a 40% share in the company from a Canadian
management group. A global import-export company since 1816, Swire had begun
investing in cold storage operations as far back as the early
1950s in Australia. By the 1980s, the US’ own frozen food
industry was a big and bustling business and public
refrigerated warehouse demand was growing. It was in
1982 then that Swire came back to purchase USCS and make it
a wholly owned subsidiary.
At the time of the Swire purchase, USCS’s network spanned 30 warehouses with
approximately 55 million cubic feet of frozen and refrigerated storage. During the
following decades—including a time when public real estate investment trusts also
entered the market—USCS enjoyed stable, steady growth under Swire’s private ownership,
guidance and investment.

“It is fantastic to have Swire on our side, they are always available to
provide resources, guidance, and experience that help us be the best.”
- Dave Harlan
During the past 40 years, USCS has been able to expand its nationwide operations to support a growing customer base
involving both frozen and refrigerated products. Along the way, USCS pioneered and developed its own customized
warehouse management system. It also invested in new technologies for everything from inventory data sharing
to energy management. During the past four decades, USCS also has grown dramatically with global import-export
operations, consolidated transportation and shipping and logistics program analysis.
Determined to be “Best in
Cold,” today’s USCS manages
more than 355 million cubic
feet of temperature controlled
warehouse and distribution
space in 41 facilities located in 13
states. Moreover, its experienced
officials in operations, I.T. and
other
departments
proudly
support sister Swire Group
companies around the globe.
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EMPLOYEE HIGHLIGHT

CHRYSTAL
SOARES

Chrystal
Soares

Regulatory Compliance
Specialist, Western Region

What do warehousing and softball have in
common? Perhaps there’s more than first
meets the eye.
Before she became USCS Western Region
Regulatory Compliance Specialist, Chrystal
Soares was simply attending her daughter’s
softball practice in Hanford, CA, one day back
in 2014. That’s when the team’s coach was
Frank Hernandez, who just happened to be
Human Resources Manager at USCS Fresno.
Hernandez knew USCS wanted to create a
new, area-wide role dedicated to compliance
issues. He also knew of Soares’ work as
an Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)
Coordinator within the California Department
of Corrections and Rehabilitation. One thing
led to another and Soares ended up joining
USCS in October 2014.
And just as there are 10 fielders in women’s
softball, it turns out (coincidentally) that
Soares supports exactly 10 USCS West Region
facilities—nine in California and one in Utah.
And yet, whereas Soares only wore one hat
in support of her daughter’s team (Central
California Dirt Dogs), you could say that
Soares now wears multiple hats with many
responsibilities.
With some additional responsibilities for
safety, Soares’ job now involves…
… conducting internal audits to prepare for
regulatory audits;
… overseeing Western Region facilities’
compliance with USCS policies and
procedures;
… conducting “Train-the-Trainer” courses
involving powered industrial trucks and
personal protection against falls;
… coordinating annual emergency response
drills with emergency responders;
… writing USCS compliance policies and
procedures specific to California regulation;
… managing regional incident / accident and
near-miss reporting; and
… developing and overseeing a Regional
Safety Committee to standardize required
training material throughout the region.
The committee shares best practice ideas

AT A GLANCE: CHRYSTAL SOARES
Title: 		

Regulatory Compliance Specialist, Western Region

Work History
2014 – Today:

Regulatory Compliance Specialist, Western Region

2007-2014:
		

Americans with Disabilities Act Coordinator, California
Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation

and clarifies and communicates expectations to ensure region-wide
compliance.
For her part, Soares says her USCS role fits her perfectly.
“I’m an extrovert and I enjoy working with people throughout our
region,” she says. “Our company culture encourages workers to
achieve their best. I’ve grown and learned so much working for USCS
by having the opportunity to attend a variety of courses related to my
scope of responsibilities. What I like the most is the flexibility within
my job. I’ve been able to maintain balance and control between work
and life.”
Among those impressed with Soares’ work life are Rod Noll, Senior
Vice President-Western Region; and Jason Smoyer, USCS South Valley
Area Director.

“Chrystal always strives to ensure that all our
facilities are aware and take proper steps
to comply with relevant laws, policies and
regulations,” Smoyer says. “She also leads our
engineering teams with hands-on training as
they interact with various local fire protection
agencies. We are fortunate to have her on
our team.”
Smoyer adds, “Chrystal proactively seeks out new opportunities to
improve her knowledge base, protect USCS’ Western Region, and
ensure compliance and safety in an ever-changing, fast-paced and
complex regulatory climate. There’s no other state like California
when it comes to regulatory burdens and complexity. Chrystal takes
that challenge in stride with daily passion and energy and she also
makes those around her better as well.”
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CUSTOMER NEWS

HUMAN

HELPING JOHNSONVILLE SUPPORT ITS GROWING BRAND

CARING FOR THE COLD CREW

WE’RE GRILLED TO MEET YOU!

RESOURCES

Talk with consumers in the Midwest and they’ll tell you how much they enjoy associating the small town name,
“Johnsonville” with everything about Wisconsin, outdoor grilling and flavorful meats.

USCS’s Human Resources embraces new strategic goals,
eyes “employee experience.”

This speaks to the success of Johnsonville LLC, the Sheboygan Falls, WI, company that’s grown to become a leading
national (and global) brand across all retail, foodservice and convenience store channels. This private, 74-year-old
company is known for its Johnsonville brats, Italian sausage, smoked-cooked links, breakfast sausage, summer
sausage, and meatballs.

Walk by any big city building construction site and one
fact is immediately clear: strong, long-lasting structures
need carefully planned foundational support with many
pillars. Of course, that same tenet applies to departmental
structures and last year marked the beginning of
foundational change to USCS’ Human Resources (HR)
department.

USCS’s relationship with Johnsonville started in late 2017 and not in Wisconsin—but rather, far away at USCS
Quakertown (PA) West, and USCS Lake City, FL, locations. That’s when Johnsonville began using those locations
primarily for retail product distribution, respectively, throughout the Northeast and Southeast. Once USCS completed
its second distribution center outside Atlanta (USCS McDonough (GA) II), Johnsonville became the first customer to
utilize that new distribution center.
Today finds Johnsonville using both USCS locations for normal warehousing services. Last fall, USCS Quakertown West
also began providing Johnsonville with COLDshare services. These are less-than-truckload transportation services
(with related savings) for both of Johnsonville.
Marty Steinmetz, USCS Vice President of Strategic Relationships, says “USCS and Johnsonville already are looking at
more new opportunities to keep retail customers satisfied.”
“Johnsonville has a longstanding culture focused on people—both its employee ‘members’ and the customers they
service every day,” he says. “They do a great job supporting their retail customer-specific needs and working with
partners to solve supply chain issues. Together, we focus on consignee and/or customer specific opportunities, as well
as retailer and wholesaler scorecard performance improvement. We’re pleased to be working alongside Johnsonville
and look forward to growing with them in 2019.”
Curt Reynolds is Johnsonville, LLC’s Director of Logistics.
“One reason we chose US Cold as a partner definitely relates to culture,” he says. “When we were working
through one customer issue in Lake City, it felt as though I was simply talking to other Johnsonville
team members. We were closely aligned in trying to find the right solutions.”
Reynolds adds, “Meanwhile, we simply think of them as one
of the industry’s strongest providers. It speaks
to their management, leadership,
technologies and even the
way they handle challenges.
I look forward to how we
work together in the future
to build the Johnsonville
network.”
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Leading the effort is 28-year company veteran, Michelle
Grimes, Vice President of Human Resources. Grimes
herself comes from the field—having served for nearly
19 years as General Manager at USCS Arlington, TX, and
an Operations Manager for more than a year at USCS
Dallas. She was promoted to Corporate Director of
Human Resources in January 2018 and promoted to Vice
President at the beginning of this year.
Where would Grimes begin to consider improvements to
USCS’ HR program? She says it began with a look at the
department’s foundational structure.

Align HR goals with USCS Business Strategy:
Work with operational departments to identify pain points
and defining the desired outcomes for all stakeholders,
which include the business and USCS employees.
Refine Employee Value Proposition (EVP):
“Our ‘EVP’ is about defining the core of USCS,” says
Grimes. “It’s what sets us apart and what we stand for. It
encompasses the central reasons why people are proud
to work for USCS and what motivates them.”
Improve the Employee Experience:
These are the ongoing efforts to keep employees at the
center of all HR initiatives, programs, and benefits. “We
strive to better understand our employees and their
connection with the USCS mission,” says Grimes. “Our
goal is to create positive engagement and employee
experience at all levels.”

“Last year, we formalized and accelerated the
restructuring of HR into a pillared approach—involving
Talent Management, Benefits, Systems, Compliance and
Employee Experience” says Grimes. “This had begun in
late 2016 and it enables USCS HR to allocate resources
effectively across the pillars—which is equally important.”
Of course, some foundational HR activities are essential
and longstanding. These include the basics around such
topics as employee benefits administration, employment
law compliance and retirement program administration.
Meanwhile, Grimes and other HR leaders have added
new focus areas within each pillar—and created an
entirely new pillar, designated as “employee experience.”
How next to proceed?

USCS Quakertown, PA, employees pose
with Johnsonville’s visiting “Big Taste Grill”
touring truck.

Here’s how Grimes describes each area:

“In 2018, we began a reorganization and strategic shift
in our HR Department,” she notes. “It included a vision
to embrace three strategic objectives, which are to align
our HR goals with USCS business strategy, refine our
‘Employee Value Proposition’ and improve the employee
experience.”

Although all HR initiatives involve daily or ongoing
activity, some areas will receive more focused attention.
For 2019, Grimes says she expects to focus on further
developing USCS’ Employee Experience and System/
Technology pillars. To support this strategy shift, USCS
is working to formalize a HR committee, which includes
head office HR Managers and five Regional HR Managers.
This new group will help facilitate regional and company
consistency—in policies and practices.
Speaking of which, one new practice will involve an
employee recognition program, which is set to starting
rolling out this spring.
“We are motivated to continue our transformation
with the goal of improving our employee experience,”
Grimes says. “This new recognition program is just
the beginning.”
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INFORMATION

SAFETY &

DISRUPT, GROW

LESS IS MORE

USCS Information Technology group embraces proactive five-year growth plan

USCS Embraces “Zero Degrees of Harm”

They say the best defense is a good offense. Of course, that phrase is more commonly associated with
battle and everything from wartime tactics to the football field. Yet it also could apply to those areas that
are not as immediately apparent—but no less important.

Sometimes less is more. Fewer is better. And, here’s a case
where the optimum goal actually is zero. This February
marked the launch of “Zero Degrees of Harm,” a new
companywide safety program rolling out from USCS’s
Safety and Compliance group.

TECHNOLOGY

ENGINEERING

Perhaps there’s no better way to describe what’s happening inside USCS’s Information Technology
group. Srini Gudipati, Vice President of Information Technology, says he’s excited to help guide a new
progressive and proactive five-year vision plan.
“Technology adoption is never easy. It is costly, sometimes risky and a diversion to the day-to-day rhythms
we’ve followed during the past five to 10 years,” he says. “However, this is where some companies—
such as Amazon or Google—outgrow their competitors. I believe our IT group has the talent to break
paradigms while we invest in the latest technologies and quickly leverage them as necessary.”

INNOVATE

For the record, USCS’s Information Technology group exists to support two customer groups: the
company’s own operations—including warehouses, transportation and logistics departments; as well as
USCS’ manufacturer-shipper clients.

In the first case, I.T. wants to minimize any related technology warehouse disruptions and provide more
tools so operations personnel can boost operating efficiencies and innovation, automate processes and
leverage data to make better decisions. Meanwhile, I.T. also strives to enhance the customer experience
with greater, real-time inventory visibility; customized data and analytics that are easily integrated with
their systems, and technology-driven innovative solutions to support related logistics and transportation
needs.
Gudipati notes, “Sometimes, our current perspective (of eWM development and day-to-day activities)
limits our ability to focus on the technology transformation that will truly drive business growth and
enable us to be data-driven organization. Looking ahead, we’re excited about taking more new steps
in digital (enabled) warehouse management (eWM), logistics management systems, transportation
management systems, automation, digitalization, and cloud computing.”

Although it’s too early to share execution
details or future plans, Gudipati says he is
recasting USCS’s I.T. department in such
a way that personnel can address more
technologies with game-changing benefits.

One example involves USCS’s new eWM
system — already installed at USCS
Milford, DE, warehouse. The program
gives a manufacturer customer a superior
user experience and real-time global
visibility of its inventory. Gudipati says
more USCS customers will enjoy this
experience soon. USCS has an aggressive
eWM rollout schedule between 2019
and 2023.
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“Our Zero Degrees principles were developed to
communicate the goal of zero incidents causing harm
to any USCS ColdCrew member,” says Lisa Battino, Vice
President of Compliance and Safety. “We believe our goal
of zero is sustainable through continuous observation.
Identifying and coaching about unsafe acts and rewarding
safe acts—all of which help to create good habits.”
The first module in the Zero Degrees of Harm program is
related to the safe operation of powered industrial trucks.

PASSING

BODY
AWARENESS

BE SEEN
& HEARD

SPEED &
CONTROL

LOOK,
SEE, ACT

Zero Degrees of Operating Harm identifies safe behaviors
and creates related training and guidelines to promote
these safe acts. Materials come as individual principles with
key steps involving easy-to-remember words and phrases.
Starting first with powered industrial truck (PIT) safety,
for example, the program’s five focus principle areas are
titled, “Look, See, Act,” “Passing,” “Body Awareness,” “Be
Seen and Heard” and “Speed and Control.” In turn, each of
these areas have specific safety guidelines.
By now, warehouses have received program launch
and training kits, which include training videos and slide
presentations, hand-outs and supervisor guides. Related
facility promotion materials include posters, bollard
posters, and banners. Day-to-day application materials
include observation forms and stickers.
Facility managers and supervisors must first be trained
before the program is fully rolled out, starting in March
2019.
How it Works
First, all employees will be trained on the five safety
principles. If these principles are followed, USCS will
enhance its safety culture. Moreover, the program
promises to guide USCS to zero harm for all employees,

contractors, and visitors. In an effort to reinforce these
principles, facility supervisors will conduct observations.
The observation process encourages the identification
of both safe and unsafe actions. Observation forms
have five different principles listed. Every day, leads
and supervisors will spend a minimum of 10 minutes
evaluating one principle. It is recommended to only focus
on one principle per observation period. Throughout
a five-day period, one supervisor or lead should have
observed all five principles. Each warehouse can
determine how leads or supervisors will select which
principle to observe that day.
When evaluating a principle, the observer is watching an
area rather than an individual person. This means the
observer is not following one individual—but watching
the dock or a specific freezer or cooler location looking
for all safe or unsafe acts completed within that area.
At the completion of evaluating a principle, the observer
will record the principle with the most unsafe acts and
cover that topic during the next pre-shift meeting. This
will allow each shift to have a targeted safety message
based on the most unsafe acts observed and coach
them on how to correct the unsafe acts.
Later this year, USCS will issue its second module: “Zero
Degrees of Ergonomic Harm,” which will focus on the
company’s leading cause of work-related injuries.
“The idea for this program originated during our
inaugural 2018 Safety Summit,” Battino notes.
“One element that we really like is the emphasis on
communication and positive reinforcement. When they
see an employee performing a safe act, our observers
are empowered to actively discuss the specific action
and award a hard hat sticker. The stickers are symbols
and recognize employees for their safety excellence. It
also reminds all team members that it is important to
take action. Remember SLAM to ensure Zero Degrees
of Harm.”
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USCS

REGIONAL ROUNDUP

NORTHEAST

USCS’ officially marked the company’s 120th anniversary, on March 11.

WEST

USCS Bakersfield employees
celebrated 1 million work hours
without a lost-time accident.

HEAD OFFICE

In mid-February, USCS’ Head Office held “USCS
University” for employee-students at the company’s
new Camden, NJ, headquarters. There were 31
participants for “Track One” seminars. In other
news, headquarters office employees celebrated
Valentine’s Day with bakery foods potluck.

MID-ATLANTIC

USCS Milford, DE, sponsored a local cheerleading team to go
to Florida for national cheerleading competitions. That team
finished third (out of 25 teams) in the “Small Varsity Coed”
division. In other news, USCS Milford recently was named
“Office of the Month” and won a free lunch from a local radio
station, Cool 101.3.

MIDWEST

USCS Wilmington, IL, held an employee
chili lunch during the National Football
League Super Bowl.

USCS exhibited at the annual Boston Seafood Show in
mid-March. Among those representing the company were
George Cruz, Senior Vice President, Southern Region; Ron
Longhany, General Manager-USCS Milford, DE; Dorian Frank,
General Manager-USCS Medley, FL; and Mauricio Gutierrez,
Superintendent-USCS Medley.
USCS Harrisonburg, VA, employees held their annual safety
committee luncheon in early February. The meal is a way to
thank all those employees who served on the committee during
the prior year. Each person—including Captain Freeze—also
receives a special t-shirt to wear for the occasion.

SOUTHEAST

In mid-February, USCS exhibited at the International Production & Processing
Expo (known as “The Poultry Show” in Atlanta’s Georgia World Congress Center.
Representing the company were Jesse Hooks, Regional Vice President-MidAtlantic; Jeff Kunnemann, Senior Manager-Business Development; Ron Longhany,
General Manager-USCS Milford, DE; and Kim Reische, Administrative AssistantBusiness Development.
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USCS CELEBRATES FRAN TULLY, 40-YEAR CAREER
USCS West Region officials and employees held a retirement luncheon for Western Regional Accounting
Manager Fran Tully, who retired at the end of 2018. Having joined the company back in 1978 in Omaha, NE,
Tully completed 40 years with US Cold Storage.
“Fran is an exemplary leader with a huge heart and detailed prescription for excellence that is second to
none,” says Rod Noll, Senior Vice President-Western Region. “She has been an inspiration and incredible role
model to our employees and all who know her.”
Tully transferred to USCS’ Fresno, CA, regional office in 1987 and
subsequently handled multiple manager and support roles involving
customer service, USCS’ Ice Division, conversion to a new WMS
platform and computer-based programs, policy and procedure
updates, employee relations, and much more.
“While I absolutely love this company and its people—after
a tremendous amount of thought of self-reflection—I
have determined it is time to draw closure to my career
with US Cold Storage,” says Tully.
Noll concludes, “Fran is one of the most hardworking, dedicated and focused individuals I know
and will leave her successor with some very large
shoes to fill. I feel privileged to have known and
worked with Fran throughout my career and I wish
her all the best in retirement.”

uscold.com

